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ASKASK MR. MOTZKOMR. MOTZKO

Dear Mr. Motzko,

It’s finally time to apply to college and

I don’t know where to start. People

keep telling me about all of these

essays you need to write and all these

terrible standardized test you need to

take. What is the best way to approach

this process? I am contemplating

delaying applying until the last second,

but my counselor says that procrastina-

tion is not the answer. What should I

do? 

Sincerely,

Confused for College

Dear Sir, Madam or Steve:

Procrastination is not the answer. It is

the means. The means to an end. A

white-hot, black-asphalt, wind-blown,

orange-vest wearing, community-serv-

ice doing end. I sympathize with and

even admire the average American

teen’s ability to escalte procrastination

to an art form, equivalent in merit to

box-kite flying or butter sculpture.

Many would put off their own birth

until they were the proximal volume of

the sun just for the challenge. Others

are too wrapped up in spontaneous

outbursts of dancing and singing (if

High School Musical has taught me

anything) or are engaged in whole-

some activities like playing bass with

Daddy on the Van Halen reunion tour.

There is no more ripe fig for the

spoilage of procrastination than the

college admissions process. An irri-

tant falling on the spectrum between

finding fingernail clippings in your

Bosco sticks and misplacing your oxy-

gen, the various flaming hoops of col-

lege admissions morph into the alba-

tross around your shoulders if one is

wont to procrastinate. The answer,

gentle reader, is obvious: outsourcing.

Outsource your essays and tests to

those students who are not stained by

lethargy and indolence. First graders

love to write anything and will jump

through the ceiling tiles to impress.

As long as your colleges of choice do

not mind reversed “d” and “b”’s, the

dotted blue line or essay after essay

about ponies, first graders are your

route to some serious me-time. Just

be sure to avoid using fourth graders.

Those kids are slackers.

Do you have a question for Mr. Motzko?

Email theman@dhsflipside.com, and you

may have your question in a future issue of

The Flipside.

Student Council Passes the 

Fair Grading Standards Act
By Boscoe Cheyenne

DEERFIELD, IL—The Universal

Fair Standards in Grading Act was

signed into law yesterday by Student

Council president David Zwick. It is

informally known as the “Fair

Grading Standards Act” and will give

the students of Deerfield High School

and around the nation the power to

challenge their grades lawfully.

“Every high school student

deserves a fair grade,” said President

Zwick. “Did you just get a B+ that

you want to be rounded up to an A-?

The Fair Grades Act is for you.”

This law aims to affect

teachers who may be gipping students

out of one and possible two percent-

age points on an exam, accidentally.

“The Fair Grades Act will change all

of this,” says Zwick. “Now with the

new ‘Good Effort’ clause, any student

who seeks to raise his or her grade

more than five times will automatical-

ly be rewarded a half grade increase.

We just want to make sure that if you

want a better grade hard enough but

may not have the means, you can still

get it.”

This new effort by the

Student Council hopes to harness its

immense influence over the student

body. “This might be the most impor-

tant event of the year,” says anxious

junior Gordon Carnegie. I have

always tried to raise my grades, but

the previous laws have made it so dif-

ficult to do so. Now I have the sup-

port of my school and my Student

Council, and I feel like there is noth-

ing that can stop me.”

Any controversy between

the student and the teacher will now

move directly to the higher Student

Council Court of Law, who with its

jury of your peers, will most likely

resolve to raise your grade no matter

what the case. 

This law has some very

interesting lines such as the one that

says, “Each student has the right to

complain…indefinitely… in order to

seek a raise of grade point average….

All grading rights not explicitly cov-

ered by the council are hereby left to

the students.”

Mr. Ickie Grenwich,

teacher of law at Deerfield High

School, marvels at the new law. “Its

beauty is in its open ended nature,” he

says. “There has never been a better

time to receive good grades for stu-

dents.” 

The Deerfield High School Student Council AP PHOTO

Mathlete Tests

Positive For Ritalin
By Harry Weilenthan

DEERFIELD, IL-Mathlete star Oscar

von de Saamp has been expelled from

the rest of the Mathletic season after

testing positive for performance

enhancing drugs.

Von de Saamp, who

excelled in quadratic and trigonomet-

ric equations, had been using Ritalin

to “get in the zone” before matches,

and to gain any advantage possible in

this dog-eat-dog world of Mathletes.

“He really is tainting the

sport,” says fellow Mathlete Jori

Hexilinear. “Just because [Oscar] used

drugs to improve his performance, it

doesn’t mean that the rest of us have.”

The rest of the team has

come to Oscar’s aid, but their support

may not be enough to overcome strin-

gent drug testing laws. 



“I only read the headlines. I just don’t have time for the rest.”

DIRECTIONS: Unscramble these

four ordinary jumbles, and use the

letters in the circles to answer the

final question.

YISKL

DALNG

ROCESC

NATNOW

A:

what happened when

the watchman was

pressed for time

NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

PICTURE THIS

SUDOKU JUMBLE

DIRECTIONS: This is a simple substitution code, each letter is replaced by a different letter. 

The first person to solve the cryptogram correctly will win a Flipside t-

shirt! (first means first to see Jeremy Keeshin to redeem shirt)

FACT

The number of people that actually

know their locker combination. Yes,

that’s right, that means the other 1934

of you just leave yours open and bank

on the hope that that annoying kid won’t walk by

and twist your locker. Well, today is your unlucky

day, because it’s locked, and now you have to go to

the dean again to find out the combo.

The Civil War led to the downfall of the

whaling industry. 

33

LIE
It takes fifteen thousand, four hundred and

eight five to tango. 

WIN A FLIPSIDE T-SHIRT! HINT: B= M

last week: “Many people die with their music still in them. Why is this so? Too often it is because they are always getting ready to live. Before they know it, time

runs out.” - Oliver Wendell Holmes

Level: Insightful

last week: HABIT INLET RODENT WILLED

how the man accessorized his Asian suit WITH A THAI TIE

Much of the Deerfield student body and faculty who reads The Flipside, but is just too busy. 

HE WAS 

that means, that if there is any of the first

letter, replace it with the second letter

"BT BZKWAF UPYM KZ BA, "YN TZD RAOZBA P UZGMYAF, TZD'GG RA P IAQAFPG; YN TZD 

RAOZBA P BZQL, TZD'GG AQM DH PU KWA HZHA." YQUKAPM, Y RAOPBA P HPYQKAF PQM 

CZDQM DH PU HYOPUUZ." - HPRGZ HYOPUUZ

OPPOSABLE THUMBS

I’m pro-life

I’m pro-choice

THE 


